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EFFECTS OF OIL UNDER SEA ICE 

By L. STEPHE N WOLFE and DAV ID P. HOU LT 

(Fluid Mechanics Laboratory, Department of M echanical Engineering, Ma achusetts 
Institute of T echnology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02 I 39, U .S.A.) 

ABSTRACT. This paper describes laboratory research performed to d etermine the effec ts of crude a nd 
diesel oils on the porous sub-structure of Arctic sea ice. It includes a qualita tive description of wha t OCCurs 
when oil is placed under the ice and an evalua tion of some qua ntita tive measurements made to d etermine 
the maximum extent to which crude o il can spread in an Arctic environment. 

R EsuME. Effets du pi trole SOilS la glace Arctique. Cet a rticle d ecrit des experiences realisees en labora toire 
afin de de terminer les effets du petrole brut et d es huiles diesel sur I'infrastructure poreuse d e la glace Arctique. 
Il comprend une d escription qualitative d e ce qui se passe quand le petrole es t place sous la glace a insi que 
quelques mesures quantita tives de la limite m aximum que peut atteindre le petrole se repanda nt d ans un 
environnement Arctique. 

Z USAMM ENFASSUNG. Wirklmg VOTl 01 uTlter M eereis. Die Arbeit beschreibt La boruntersuchungen zur 
Bes timmung der Wirkung von Roh- und Dieselol auf die po rose Unterschicht a rktisch en M eereises. Sie 
entha lt eine qualitative Beschreibung d er Vorgange bei einer U ntersplilung des Eises durch 01 und die 
Auswertung einiger M essungen zur Bestimmung d er maximal moglichen Verschmutzung durch R ohol in 
der a rktischen Umwelt. 

NOMENCLATURE 

A = area 
ao = interstitial spacing of the dendritic layer 
C = a coefficient 

Cr = friction coefficient 
c = specific heat capacity (of solid or incompressible liquid) 

D = dimensionless constant 
do = minimum pore diameter of pores between the dendrites 

(Gr ) = Grashofnumber 
g = acceleration of gravity 

gdrag = acceleration due to turbulent stress acting on oil 
h = thickness of heat-conducting material 
K = convective heat transfer coefficient 
k = thermal conductivity 
L = heat of formation 

(N u) = Nusselt modulus 
(Pr) = Prandtl number 

Q. = total heat flow (energy per unit time) 
Q IOSS = heat leakage through tes t cell walls per unit area of ice- water interface 

T = absolute temperature 
T* = dimension less temperature difference 

t = time 
( ~T) = temperature difference 

U = free stream current velocity 
U* = friction velocity 

V = growth of veloci ty of ice 
v = volume of oil 

w = adhesion coefficient 
z* = dimensionless distance coordinate 

f3 = coeffi cient of volume expansion 
!1 = density ratio 1 - POil! pwate r 
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13 = effective thickness of oil adhering to sub-surface of ice 
E = m ean roughness height 

fL = dynamic viscosity 
v = kinematic viscosity 
p = density 
er = surface tension 
T = shear stress acting on ice from flowing water 

INTRODUCTION 

The discovery of oil on the Northern Slope of Alaska has raised many ques tions concerning 
the effects of oil spills in the Arctic Ocean and other ice-filled waters. The handling and 
transporting of oil in sizable quantities always results in som e spillage, the average spillage 
being on the order of 0.1 % of the quantity transported (Blumer, 1969, p . 6). The North 
Slope borders on the Arctic O cean which is essentially ice-locked for about nine months of 
the year (Anonymous, 1970, p. I I). Even during the summer months the permanent ice 
cover remains within ten nautical miles (18 km) of the shore (Anonymous, 1970, p. 34) . 
Any sort of water-born transport of North Slope crude oil will create the possibility of spilling 
large amounts of crude oil under the ice. 

Granted tha t under-ice oil spills are a lmost certain to occur if Arctic oil operations con
tinue, it is important to know how such spills can be contained and removed if the environ
m ental damage caused by them would be serious enough to warrant such action. In the 
search for this information, the first question to ask is how the oil spill behaves under the ice. 
Much is known of how oil spreads on temperate waters, both from experimental and theoreti cal 
studies and from obsel·vations of large-scale disasters such as the Torrey Canyon and Santa 
Barbara Channel incidents. Almost nothing is known of the behavior of an oil spill under 
sea ice. The speed with which the oil spreads or the ultimate thickness to which it spreads 
are unknown. The interaction between the oil and the peculiar microstructure of the lower 
layer of the sea ice (see W eeks, 1968, p. 137- 78) is also unknown . 

There has been a good deal of speculation concerning the way sea ice will interact with 
oil tl·apped under it. Three principal modes of behavior have been considered possible : 
( I) The sea ice will entrap the oi I causing the formation of a matrix of oil and ice; (2) the 
ice will entrap the oil in a pool and proceed to form beneath it ; (3) the ice will continue 

INITI AL CONDITION 
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Fig. r. P ossible modes of oil entrapment. 
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to grow pushing the oil before it (see Fig. I). Such a phenomenon is difficult to observe in 
fi eld experiments, so laboratory experiments were conducted to determine which of these 
phenomena occurred and to examine the phenomenon quantitatively, if possible. 

These experiments were set up and run using the two oils most likely to be spilled in the 
Arctic: North Slope crude and diesel fuel. No attempt has been made to extrapolate the 
data to other oils. The presen t tests give results which would be appropriate for spills of 
these two oils. 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHODS 

The principal function of the laboratory apparatus was to produce a nearly uniform 
vertical heat flux in a tank of sea-water. The apparatus consisted of a 1.59 cm (i inch) 
thick " plexiglass" (polymethylmethacrylate) tank, 30.4 cm ( 1'2 inch ) square in cross-section 
and I.06 m (3t feet) deep topped by a 30.4 cm square stainless steel cold plate. The plate 
was connected by fl exible tubing to a commercial refrigerating unit which circulated " freon 
1'2" refrigerant a t a set temperature (± 1.1 deg) down to - '29 0 C. The tank was tapered 
0.034 cm/cm to facilitate removal of the ice and was clad on all sides with 30.4 cm ( 1'2 inch ) 
thick polyurethane foam insulation . The insulation was installed in separate panels which 
could be removed to make visual observations of the tank (see Fig. '2). As a reasonable 
facsimile of sea ice has been made in a cylinder of 14 cm diameter , (Lofgren and W eeks, 
1969, p . 157) the cross-section of the tank was not a limiting consideration . The convection 
patterns were presumed sufficiently small that proximity of the wall had no effect on circula
tion in the center of the tank. At first an attempt was made to make the heat flux through 
the insulating walls very small in comparison with the heat flux through the ice when pro
ducing ice at Arctic rates. This was not possible with solid insulating materials commercially 
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of sea-ice test cell. 
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available, so, to reduce the effects of heat gain, ice was produced at som ewhat faster rates 
than is typical for Arctic conditions in late winter. 

T he quantities m easured during the experiments were the temperature distl-ibution in 
the ice and water, the salinity of the water beneath the ice, the depth of growth of the ice, 
and the amount of oil injected under the ice. Temperature was measured with a bridge of 
copper-constantan thermocouples. The salinity of the water beneath the ice was m easured 
by the use of a specially designed , totally submerged hydrom eter. The depth of growth of 
the ice was determined by measuring the d epth as seen through the tank with a scale. The 
growth velocity of the ice was computed by n :)ting the tim e that each thickness measuremen t 
was made and calculating the arithmetic m ean velocity between successive measurements. 

As a substitute for ea-watel-, solar sea salt was dissolved in tap water until a salinity of 
approximately 30%0 was achieved. This was used at the start of each experiment, but salt 
rejection by the ice increased the salinity of the water to between 35 and 40%0 by the time 
oil was placed under it. Two types of oil were used . No. 2 diesel was chosen because i t is 
readily available and because it is a common marine fuel which may be subject to large-scale 
spills. The other oi l used was a orth Slope crude oil. 

Each experiment was started with an initial plate temperature of - 29 0 C until a few 
centimeters of ice formed. Then the tem perature was set to the temperature at which the 
experimen t was to run. When the ice reached a d epth between 12 and 16 cm , oil was injected 
through the bottom of the tank from a plenum chamber using compressed air to supply the 
driving pressure. Excep t in a few trial runs, enough oil was added to completely cover the 
lower surface of the ice . The average thickness of the oil layer ranged between I and 2 .6 cm . 
T he oil was a llowed to remain until some ice began to form on its lower surface. This took 
12 - 24 h in most cases. T he experiment was then terminated and the ice block removed . 

In order to d etermine the extent to which oil became entrapped in the ice or adhered 
to its lower surface, the lowermost 2.5 cm of the ice block was sawed off, and the slab of ice 
was melted. The dimensions of the slab were noted before melting. The oil a nd water 
obtained were collected in a graduated cylinder and measured . Because the technique for 
measurem en t of the adhering oil is so crude, the limi ts of uncertainty for these data are rather 
wide. 

Since the porosity of sea ice increases markedly at temperatures near the melting poin t, 
an attempt was made to see if there was any marked change in the mode of oil entrapment 
as the ice m elts. The existing apparatus could not actua lly simulate the melting of sea ice 
as it occurs in the ocean because the tank had a finite heat gain from the laboratory; there 
is no similar source of heat in the sea. Nevertheless the experiment wa~ conducted . After 
the completion of an experiment performed in the usual manner, the temperature of the 
cold plate was raised to - 1.40 C, and the ice was a llowed to mel t. T emperature profiles 
were recorded every two hours and visual observations of the ice were made. 

A more detailed description of the experimental a pparatus m ethods is available in W olfe 
(unpublished , p . 14- 22 ) . 

EXPE RIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS AND R ESULT S 

Sea-ice growth rate 
A steady-state approximation to the Row of heat from the sea-water to the cold plate 

m ay be used . TLe rate of formation of ice is set equal to the rate of heat Rux divided by the 
hea t of form ,,-t ion of the ice: 

v = QjA . ( 1) 
PiceL 

Since the thermal conductivity of the ice is essentially constant over the range of temperature 
encountered, and the Row of heat is uniform upwards, the temperature gradien t in the ice 
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is constant. Since the cold ice surface is at the top of the sea-water, the "sea" is well mixed 
and of uniform temperature approximately equal to the liquidus temperature of a solu tion 
of NaCl and water with concentration 35%0. 

The temperature data can be put in dimensionless form and normalized by dividing the 
temperature difference between the local temperature and the water temperature by the 
total temperature difference between the water and the cold plate: 

T * = -=_T_-_T_w=
Tplate- Tw 

Distance is normalized by measuring the di stance Z from the lower surface of the ice to the 
thermocouple and dividing this by the total thi ckness of the ice: 

z* = Z/h. 
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Fig. 3. Dimensionless temperature profiles. 

All of the temperature data obtained before the addition of the oi l are shown plotted in this 
manner in Figure 3. It demonstrates that, within the limits of experimental error, the tem
perature g radients are uniform a nd that the resistance of the thermal boundary layer at the 
ice- water interface is negligible. 

The heat fl ow from the warm laboratory to the test cell retards the rate of formation of 
ice below that predicted by Eq uation ( I) a bove. The rate of heat gain by the ice tank from 
the laboratory should be nearly con tant for all growth conditions, a nd thus the rate of forma
tion should approach that given by Equation (1) for high rates of growth. The available 
tem perature and growth-rate data may be made dimensionless and normalized by dividing 
thl product of the heat of formation of ice a nd the mea ured growth rate, pL V, by the heat 
fl ux out through the ice as predicted by Equation (2) 
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This dimensionless growth rate is plotted as a function of pL V divided by the calculated heat 
gain per unit area through the walls of the tank and is displayed in Figure 4- Note that the 
value of the dimensionless parameter pLV/[k (t, T) /h] drops noticeably below unity when the 
ratio pLV/( Qgain /A) is about 150/ [. The area of the tank walls is about [5 times the area of 
the cold plate. As expected , the growth velocity deviate significantly from Equation (1) 
when the ratio of pL V to the total heat gain is a bout 1/ 10. The large error bars on each 
data point are due primarily to the large uncerta inty in the measurement of the rate of 
growth. 
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Fig. 4. Dimellsionless growth velocity to heat flux ratio as a/unction rif growth velocity to heat gain ratio . 

Mode of oil entrapment 

The actual method by which the crude and diesel oils are trapped in the sea ice is a 
combination of modes (a) and (c) shown in Figure I. The bulk of the oil is pocketed in a 
pool below the original ice sub-surface while more sea ice proceeds to grow under it. A small 
amount of oil does rise into the pores of the skeletal layer, and into small , vertical shafts which 
rise from the lower surface of the ice. These shafts may be air bubbles similar to those that 
form in fresh water ice due to the inability of air entrained in the water and rejected upon 
freezing to escape beyond the advancing ice front (Weeks and Assur, 1969, p . 8). The total 
amount of oil contained in these air bubbles is small in comparison with the amount of oil 
that adheres to the lowermost inch (couple of centimetres) of the ice (see below). During the 
ice melting experiment, a considerably greater amount of oil rose into the ice, especially into 
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the all' shafts. In some instances it reached as high as 8 cm above the lower surface of a 
[3 cm thick block, yet the volume of oil trapped in this manner was still small , amounting 
to no more than I I [50 of the volume of the ice. 

The presence of the oil pool has a significant effect upon the heat transfer through the ice. 
The simple model of heat transfer through sea ice described above assumes a uniform solid 
of constant conductivity between two constant tempera ture regions, one at the liquid us 
temperature of sea-water and the other at the ambient temperature of the air, or in the 
experimental case, the cold plate. As the oil has a thermal conductivity that is considerably 
lower than that of the ice, its presence act as an insu lating layer, impeding the fl ow of h eat 
a nd reducing the temperat ure drop across the ice. 

The temperature data obtained a fter the oil was placed under the ice may be made 
dimensionless in the sam e manner as was done for the data taken with ice only. The origin 
for the vertical axis remains at the lower surface of the origina l ice block. As a result tem
peratu re measurements in the oil and below are expressed as negative numbers. The thickness 
of the ice before the oil was added is used to normalize distance, but the total temperature 
drop across the ice and o il is used to norma lize tempera ture. The normalized temperature 
distributions are hown plotted in Figure 5 for all temperature measurements taken after the 
oil was in place. 

As can be seen in Figure 5, the temperature profi le in the ice is linear at all times after 
the add ition of the oil except for the case of experimen t 9, in which the temperature of the 
plate was high enough that the heat gain by the tank caused the water temperature to rise 
continuously. In the four o ther cases in which temperature profiles were m easured , the 
temperature gradient in the ice remained constant, but decreased in magnitude from its 
initial values as shown in Figure 3 through intermediate values to the final value. The 
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Fig. 5. Dimensionless temperature profiles after oil insertion. 
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temperature distribution in the oil could not be determined directly, since the oil layer was 
between 1. 3 and 2.5 cm thick and the thermocouples were spaced 2.54 cm (one inch ) apart 
in the bridge. It is cl ear that temperature gradients in the oil were much larger than in the ice. 

Whereas, clearly, the hea t transfer through the ice is that of solid body conduction, the 
mode of heat transfer in the oil pool is not obvious. It should be noted in Figure 5 that, for 
a ll of the crude oil experiments, the ratio of the temperature drop across the oil to that across 
the oil and ice is the ame, 0.5. This ratio is independent of the thi ckness of the oil pool , 
which varies between 1.3 and 2.5 cm (in dimensionless form, (z/h) , - 0.097 and - 0. 189) . 
For the diesel oil the ratio of the temperature drop across the oil to the total temperature drop 
across the oil and ice is 0.3. This behavior is no t in accordance with the theory of static heat 
conduction . The thermal conducti vi ty of most petro leum distillates is only a very weak 
function of tempera ture, and over the range of tempera tures considered , the thermal con
ductivity of the liquid fractions of petroleum changes less than 3% . (W olfe, unpubli shed , 
appendix I ) . Within the limits of precision of this experiment, it may be considered constant. 
For constant thermal conductivity, the thermal resistance of a solid conducting heat in one 
direc tion is h/k, and thus the temperature drop across the solid is proportional to its thickn ess. 
For two solids conducting in series, the ra tio of the temperature drop across one to the tem
pera ture drop acros the o ther is (h, /hz)(kz/k, ). This is clearl y not the case fo r the ice block 
and oil pool. 

It is therefore not proper to assume that the mode of heat transfer in the oil pool is by 
conduction alone. A t the temperature involved , the crude oil is indeed highly viscous, but 
further examination is necessary to determine if it may be considered a solid body. The diesel 
fuel is qui te fluid ; it is entirely possible that convection cells could form and reduce the 
thermal resistance of the oil layer below that predicted by static conduction theory. T he 
Nusselt number is the dimension less ratio of the convective heat transfer coeffi cient K to 

the conductive heat transfer coeffi cient k/h. For free convection between plane, horizonta l 
surfaces, the Nusselt number may be defin ed as 

(N u) == Kh /k. 

T he Nusselt modulus can be shown to be a fun ction of the Grashof number and the 
Pra ndtl number, defined by relations, 

(Pr ) == cfL lk, (5) 

provided that the mode of heat tmnsfer is free convec tion onl y (Kreith , 1965, p . 333) . When 
a normal fluid whose density decreases with increasing temperature is placed between plane 
surfaces and cooled from above, convection results. This con vec tion is commonly de cri bed 
in terms of the R ayleigh number which is the product of the Grashof and Prandtl numbers, 
(Cr) (Pr). When thi s dimensionless variable is le s than a bout 1 700, no convec tion re ul ts, 
and heat is transferred by static conduction only. When (Cr )(Pr ) is between I 700 and 
42 000 convec tion is in the peculia r cellula r ma nner known as Bena l-d cell convec tion. 
I rregulal- turbulence resul ts at values of (Cr )(Pr ) higher than 42000 (Eckert and Dra ke, 
1959, p. 328) . For values of (Cr) (Pr ) less than I 700, the N usselt number is by defini tion, 
u nity. Benard cell convection m ay be adequately correla ted as a fun ction of N usselt m odulus 
by the equation (Ecker t and Drake, 1959, p . 328) 

(Nu ) = 0. l o7[ (Gr )(Pr )]O.3. (6) 

The Nusselt number [or the oil pool can be expressed in terms of the m easured parameters 
of the experiment. For one-dimensional heat flow, the ratio of the thermal resistances of the 
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o il to that of the ice is equal to the ratio of the temperature drops across the ice and across 
the oil respectively. Since the value of the thermal resistance of the oil, 1/ Koi!' is expressible 
in terms of known parameters, ( ~T) ice , ( ~T) O iJ, kice, the Nusselt number of Equation (3) 
may be evaluated as 

kicehoil ( ~ T)ice (Nu ) - -:-'--:---':-:--=--
- koilhi Ce ( ~ T )Oil • 

The R ayleigh number shown above has been evaluated for each of the experiments in which 
temperature profiles were measured . The R ayleigh number for the diesel oil measurement 
was about 22 000 while that for the crude oil data ranged between 770 and 9 700. A double 
logarithmic plot of the N usselt number as a fun ction of Rayleigh number is shown in Figure 
6. T he data conforms reasonably well to the standard relationship of Equation (6) wh ich 
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Fig. 6. Nusselt lI'lmber as afuTlction of Rayleigh number for B Ollard cell cOllvectioll in the oil pool. 

is indica ted . Although the data could be fitted better with another power law, it would be 
umvise to do so, since so few measurem ents have been made. The deviation from Eq uation 
(6) may simply be due to errors in m easurement, since the data from which it was derived 
exhibits substantial scatter for relat ively low Rayleigh numbers (Eckert and Drake, 1959, 
p. 33 1) . Furthermore, Nusselt numbers less than unity must be attributable to errors in 
ITleaSUrement. 

As temperature measuremen ts could not be made for a ll experiments, the heat flux 
through the ice after the oi l is in place must be estimated from the temperature of the cold 
p late on ly. It was observed that the temperature drops across the oil and ice were constant 
fractions of the to tal temperature drop between the cold plate and the sea-wa ter, irrespective 
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of the thickness of the ice or of the oil but dependent upon the type of oil. That this is expected 
can be shown from the equations for one-dimensional heat conduction. The expressions for 
the Aow of heat through the ice and oil can be written in terms of the thermal resistances 
and temperature drops in the system. 

kice ( t. T ) ice = ( t. T ) total. 
hice kice I - +k ice K 

(8) 

The linear temperature gradient in the ice is expressible in terms of the N usselt number by 
substituting Equation (3) into Equation (8) and rearranging : 

) 
( t. T) total ( t. T ice = --'---,,-'---,---

1+ klcehoil 
kOilhice (Nu ) 

(9) 

The expression for the Rayleigh number is 

(Gr)(Pr ) = cp3g(3 (t. T ) hOil 3 
• 

vk 
( 10 ) 

For constant properties of the oil and for small variations in ( t. T ) totaJ, the Rayleigh number 
is proportional to the cube of the oil thickness. Equation (6) shows the Nusselt number to 
be proportional to the 0.3 power of (Gr )(Pr ). Therefore, for small variations in ( t. T)total 
and in the fluid properties, the approximate equality (N u) = Constant. (hOil ) is valid. 
Substituting this into Equation (10) 

( t. T) iCe 

( t. T)total kice 1+-- hice . Constant 
( koll ) 

( I I) 

I t can be seen that for small varia tions in hice, ( t. T ) ice is a nearly cons tan t fraction of ( t. T ) total. 
T he thickness of the ice in the experiments ranged between 13 cm and 17 cm. It is therefore 
reasonable to consider that the ratio of the temperature drops (t. T ) ice! ( t. T ) total is the 
same for all experiments as it was for those in which the temperature profiles were measured. 
In a ll subsequent calculations involving the heat flux th rough the ice after the oil is present, 
( t.T) ice/( t.T)total will be taken to be 0.4 for the crude oi l experiments and 0.7 for the diesel 
oil experiments. 

Thickness of oil adhering to the ice 

Upon removal of the ice block from the tank , some of the oil remained with the ice, 
either trapped in the porous ice structure of adhering to the lower surface, while the b ulk of 
the oil remained in the original oil pool. The coating of diesel oil was fairly uniform, but the 
crude oil was quite uneven in its ad herence to the ice; i t sometimes coated the ice in a con
tinuous layer of uneven thickness, but in other cases it separated from the ice in patches 
which were clean of oil (except for the oi l in the in tersti ce of the skeletal layer) . A photo
graph of an ice block after removal from the tank following a typical crude oil experiment 
is shown in Figure 7. Although the oil does not ad here to the ice in an even layer, an 
equivalent thickness of the oil may be calculated by dividing the total volume of oi l m easured 
after melting the ice sample by the area of the sub-surface of the ice sample. It was difficult 
to determine visually to what extent the oil was trapped in the in terstices of the ice and to 
what extent it simply adhered to the outside. Most of the oi l appeared to be confined to the 
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Fig. 7. Pholograph rif an ice block upon removal from Ihe lesl cell after a typical experimenl wilh crude oil. 

lowermost 0.5 cm , although a section of ice this thin could no t be sliced . It is certain that 
all but slight traces of the oil was contained within the lowermost '2.5 cm of the ice. The 
traces above this level were due excl usively to the presence of the air bubbles. 

The details of the m echanism by which oil adheres to the ice are neither simple nor 
obvious. From phys ical considerations it is possible to infer that the process of oil adhes ion 
is both local and steady-state. The adhesion phenomenon cannot reasonably be expected 
to depend directly on any properties of the ice far away from the ice- oil interface. Thus the 
thickness of the ice or of the oil pool, the absolute temperature of the cold plate, the rate of 
growth of ice below the oil pool or the flow field within the oil pool cannot be expected to 
influence the thickness 8 of the adhering layer of oil. The oil thickness may depend upon the 
geometry of the ice sub-surface, the bulk properties of the ice and oil at the interface, the sur
face energy of the interface, and the heat flux through the interface. 

That the adhesion process is steady-state may be inferred from the fact that there were 
no transient effects taking place upon removal of the ice from the tank. At this time, all 
temperatures were in accordance with those predicted by static, one-dimensional heat 
conduction. There was no discernable advance of the ice front after the oil was placed under 
the ice, and there was no observable change in the amount of oil entrapped after the steady
state temperatures were reached. There was no trend in the adhesion thickness measured as 
a function of the time it remained under the ice. 

The properties of the ice and oil at the interface which might be of significance are the 
viscosity of the oil, the buoyancy of the oil, the mechanical properties of the ice, and the 
interfacial energy of the ice and oil. Since the ice does not fracture or deform as a result of 
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the oil adhesion , its mechanical properties could not a ffect 8. Since the oil is not in motion 
when the lower surface is removed, the viscosity of the oil could not influence 8. The heat 
fl ux through the interface is a fun ction of the stead y-state thermal conductivities of the ice 
and oil, but not of the thermal diffusivity, which specifies the transient conduction properties 
of the materials. The interfacial energies of the ice and oil can be described in terms of a b ulk 
pwperty known as the adhesion coeffi cien t. 

In the simple theory of adhesion, the work n ecessary to create an additional unit surface 
may be expressed in terms of a work of adhesion w, which has the same dimensions as su rface 
tension. The simplest theory for this coeffi cient relates it directly to the surface tensions. 

in which ITaj y a nd crs j y are the comm on surface tensions usually measured for liquids or 
solids, i.e. the energy needed to create a unit surface in a vacuum, a nd the term ITaj s is a 
measure of the interfacial energy per unit surface of interface between the adhesive and the 
substrate (Skeist, 1962, p. 38) . Although such quantities are simple to state in principle, they 
are not easy to measure. However, it is true for both water and petroleum derivatives that 
the surface tensions do not vary appreciably over the range of temperatures encountered in 
this experim ent. T herefore a preliminary estimate of the relevant surface tensions ITaj y and 
ITs j y m ay be found by u sing the tabulated values for the surface tensions between oil and a il" 
and water and air respectively, and the tabulated values for the interfacial tension between 
oil and water for cra/ s (Wolfe, unpublished , appendix I ) . Whether this value is accurate or 
not does not preclude its u se in assessing the importance of the adhesion coefficient . Surface 
tension is a strong function of the materials in contact with each other and only a weak 
function of the local temperature . Care was taken to insure that the sea ice and oi l used in 
the experiments were of the same composition as they would be in the Arctic. T hus, no matter 
what the actual value of w, it can be expected to h ave the same value in the field that it had 
in the laboratory. 

Elementary physical considerations have reduced the list of parameters which may be of 
influence on 8 to the buoyancy pl:!..g, the adhesion coefficien t w, the h eat flux through the ice 
Qj A, and the geometric properties of the interface characterized by the interstitial spacing of 
the dendrites (Weeks, 1968, p. 175) . T he interstitial spacing is itself a function of the velocity 
of growth of the ice before the oi l is in place, and is specified by 

ao = 3.95 X IO-5 /(dh/dt )~ (SI units) 

(Assur and Weeks, 1963, p. 97- 98) . Since the diameter of the pores of the skeletal layer is 
roughl y constan t, the volume of the skeletal layer filled with water can be expected to get 
larget" as ao becomes smaller. Any entrapment phenomenon that is dependent on filling the 
pores of the skeletal layer with oil would be expected to produce larger values of 8 a s the 
growth velocity of the ice before the oil is added becomes larger. In fact just the opposite 
occurred ; less oil adhered at higher growth velocities. 

Dimensional analysis can be used to determine the relationship between the h eat flux 
through the ice, the buoyant forces on the oi l, and the adhesive forces on the oil. If the 
thickness of the adhering oil is presumed to be a fun ction of heat flux and buoyancy on ly, the 
Buckingham Pi Theot"em indicates that only one dimensionless grouping can be formed , and 
that is invariant for all values of density and heat flux. That dimensionless variable is 
S[ (pl:!..g) 2g/( Q./A)2] t . Since d ensity is the same in the Arctic as in the laboratory, the experi
mental values of S should be able to be extrapolated to field conditions by considering S to 
be a linear function of (Q./A) t . By similar reasoning if the adhesion thickness is considered 
to be a function of the adhesion coeffi cient, the h eat flux through the ice and oil, and the 
acceleration of gravity, the only dimensionless grouping possible is 8(Qj A)2/W2g, and it must 
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be invariant. Since w is the same in the Arcti c as in the experiment, the experimental values 
of 8 are expected to be directly proportional to (QJ A) - 2. 

A dimensional double logarithmic plot of the adhesion thickness 8 as a function of (QjA ) 
was made in order to reveal which power law predominates. (See Fig. 8. ) As can be seen 
from the plot, within the limits of precision of the experiment , the data conforms to a power 
law of the form 

8 = C( Qj A)-z. 

T his indicates that, within the limits of precision of this experiment, the data correlates as a 
function of the dimensionless parameter 13 (QjA)2/w2g, and is therefore dependent upon the 
heat flux through the ice and oil, and the value of the adhesion coefficient a lone. The limits 
of precision of the experimen t are not very good. The coefficient C of Equation (14) may be 
evaluated within a factor of 2 or 3 at best. The "best" power law approximation to the data 
shown in Figure 8 was drawn free-hand and yields a value of C which is 8 rn 3 W- I. The 
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Fig. 8. Thickness of adhering oil as afuTlctioll of the heat flux through the ice and oil. 
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equations for the limits of uncertainty of the data are also of the form of Equation (14) a nd 
yield maximum a nd minimum values of C which a re 16 a nd 3 m 3 W - ' , respectively. Equation 
( 14) m ay be re-written in dimensionless form 

D = (Qj A)2 . 
w2g 

T he dimension less constan t D has a best va lue of 330 and m ay va ry between 11 0 and 660 
due to the uncertainty of the data. T he work of adhesion w, has been ta ken to be 0. 05 N m - ' . 

Equation (14) m ay be used to extrapola te the m easuremen ts of this experiment to actual 
Arctic conditions with an error factor of between 2 a nd 3. As shown below, such extrapolation 
can be used to give an upper bound to the exten t to which an oil spill can spread in the 
Arctic. The correlation of the experimen tal data shown a bove does no t yield a great deal of 
insight in to the physical mecha nism by which the oil adheres to the ice. It does indicate 
that the m echa nism is rela ted to the in tel·facia l energies of the oil and the ice, ra ther than to 
the geom etry of the surfaces 0 1" the other bulk properties of the oil. In genera l, the pheno
menon of adhesion is poorly understood , and a d etailed examina tion of the ac tua l m echanism 
involved is beyond the scope of this work. 

I t rem ains to expla in the fact that a lmost no oil was observed to adhere to the ice during 
one of the crude oi l experimen ts. T his occurred during the coldest experimen t run with a 
crude oil sam ple in which the stead y-state tem pera ture g radien t in the ice after oil injection 
was 86.6 d eg m - ' and the mean temperatu re of the crude oil was - 14.50 C, (well below the 
pour poin t for North Slope crude oil of approxima tely - 40 C) . U pon removal of the ice 
block, the oil was sheared neatly away from the ice a t the ice- oil in terface. The oil appeared 
to be frozen , and had the consi tency of ice cream. I t may be that, when the oil freezes, the 
mechanism of oil adhesion is a ltered because the oil behaves as a solid instead of a liquid. 
If the block of oil is su ffic ien tly heavy, its weigh t could cause it to break away from the ice 
at the ice- oil interface, because this is the weakest point in the composite ice and oil structure. 
Such an observation is not of much practical signifi cance sin ce temperature gradien ts of th is 
magn itude rarely occur in natural sea ice. 

CONCLUSIONS AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 

Three important conclusions can be d raw n from these experimen ts concerning the behavior 
of crude oil when trapped under sea ice. First, the mod e of entrap men t of the oil has been 
concl usively determined . Second, the effect of the presence of an oil pool on the growth rate 
of the ice and on its temperature distribution has been d etermined . T hi rd , an order of magni
tude estimate of the maxim um exten t to which oil can sp read under Arctic ice can be deduced 
from the measurements of the thickness of the adhering oil layer. 

T he experiments have conclusively determined the mode by which oil is entrapped under 
a growing sheet of ice. T he extent of the en trap ment of oil in the ice- b rine matrix has been 
shown to be negligible. Even when the porosity of the ice increases markedly during pre-melt 
condi tions, the volume of oil en trapped remains sm all. Also, it has been shown that the ice 
does not in any way grow th rough the oil. T he oil is neatly pocketed by the ice as m ore ice 
proceeds to form under it. In the a bsence of curren ts under the ice, even the la rge pockets of 
oil which migh t form in the la rger recesses of the ice sub-surface can be expected to be en
trapped as a whole. Knowledge of this behavior should have significant impact on the design 
of equipmen t and p rocedures to clean up spills under ice. 

T he presence of an oil pool under the ice causes a ma rked change in the temperature 
di stribution in the ice, because the oil pool acts as an insula ting layer between the cold a ir 
and the relatively wa rmer sea-water. The temperature distribution in the ice can be calculated 
by one-dimensional a na lysis for oil pools whose widths are la rge in comparison wi th their 
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d epths. The exact procedure for such a calculation would depend upon quantities which are 
easily m easurable in a given oil spill. If, for example, the temperature distribution in the ice 
above the oil were desired , and the known parameters were the thickness of the ice before the 
spill hice " the thickness of the oil pool , the thickness of the ice under the oil pool, hice2 , and 
the temperature of the upper ice surface, then by presuming the heat flux uniform, the 
temperature difference across hicez could be calculated by the following relation. 

(hi ce l /ki ce ) (t. T hotal ( t. T ) ice I = -'----,---'------'--'--:--'---
hiceI +-.: + hice2 

kice K kice 

( 15) 

The diffi culty with this procedure is that the thermal resistance of the oil, I lK, is d ependent 
upon the temperature drop across it in accordance with Equations (3) through (6), and is 
thus dependen t on ( t. T ) i ce and ( t. T hotal. Since Equation ( 15) is non-linear and not explicit 
in (t. T ) ice, it must be solved by som e sort of iterative procedure, uch as simple trial and error 
but it can be solved , since a ll the necessary governing relations have been defined. The 
distribution of temperature in the ice block is linear, so the temperature gradient may be 
readily calculated to determine the rate of growth under the ice . This approach may a lso 
be extended to cover cases in which add itiona l thermal resistances, such as those due to snow 
cover or the thermal boundary layer of the a ir, are present. T he effects of radiative heat 
transfer from the ice surface a lso may be included. In a converse procedure, the thickness 
of an oil pool under the ice may be inferred from m easuring the thickness of the ice and the 
temperature grad ient within it. Whether such calculations are of practical import remains 
to be seen. 

The experiments which m easured the effective thi ckness of the adhering oil layer 8 can 
be used to give an upper bound estimate of the extent to which an o il spill under ice can 
spread. It can be shown that the acceleration applied to the oil layer by currents under the 
ice is much smaller than the acceleration due to gravity applied to the oi l layer when it is 
lifted from the tank prior to sli cing. T he shear stress applied to a plane surface in turbulent 
flow can be expressed in terms of the fluid d ensity, the free stream velocity, and a friction 
factor which is a fun ction of the surface roughness and nearly independent of R eynolds 
number (R ohsenow and C hoi , 196 1, p. 76- 78) . 

T = }CfPUZ == pU* z. ( 16) 

The acceleration applied to the fluid can be d efined in terms of the friction velocity U*, as 

U* 2 
gdrag = -- , 

E 
( 17) 

where the m ean roughness heigh t E is the approximate eddy size at the surface. For a rough 
ness height of 0.5 m , a current velocity of 0.5 m S- I (approximately I knot) and a friction 
factor of 0.04, the effective acceleration is calculated by Equations (16) and ( 17) to be o.or 
m S- 2, which is very small in comparison with the acceleration due to gravity. Thus, attempts 
to calcula te the maximum area over which the oi l spreads by using the effective oi l thickness 
measured in these experiments will be quite conservative. 

The effective thi ckness 8 of the oil adhering to the ice d etermines the extent to which a 
given volume v of oil will spread according to the relation 

It has been shown that 8 is a function of the heat flux through the ice in accordance with 
Equation ( 14) . Thus from knowledge of the growth condi tions of the ice and the volume of 
oil spilled , the area over which the oil spreads can be determined. For example, typical mid
winter conditions for the Northern Slope would be characterized by the presence of first year 
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sea ice approximately 1.5 m thick with an air temperature of - 15 0 C (Anonymous, 1970, 
p . I I) . Ignoring the effects of convective and radiative heat transfer at the ice- air boundary 
and assuming that no snow cover is present, the heat flux through the ice can be calculated 
to be approximately 35 W m - 2. Since this calculation is performed to determine the maximum 
pread of the oil, the thickness of the oil, and thus its thermal resistance, will be very small in 

comparison with that of the 1.5 m thick ice. The heat flux through the oil and the ice can 
therefore be considered to be the same as that through the ice alone, 35 W m - 2. From 
Equation ( 14), S is calculated to be 6.5 mm with a maximum value of 13 mm and a minimum 
of 2.5 mm . If the crude oil spilled is from a supertanker of 100000 metric tons capacity, 
the total volume of oil will be 11 3000 m 3, a nd from Equation ( IS) the total area over which 
it will spread will be a maximum of 45 km 2 (17 square miles), a minimum ofg km2 (4 sq uare 
miles) and a "best" estimate of 17 km 2 (6 sq uare miles). Even the largest of these values is 
considerably smaller than the area over which such a spill would spread in temperate waters. 
Similar calcula tions can be performed for the conditions of a particular spill , in accordance 
with the local ice thickness and temperature conditions. 

It should be pointed out that all of the above conclusions apply to conditions typical for 
first-year sea ice. Multi-year ice is generall y of much lower salinity and different composition 
due to the fact tha t brine drains from it. Because it is older, its history is less certain, and 
because it occurs primarily in the permanent ice pack, it has often been deformed and distorted 
by the large forces within the ice sheet. Yet from the physical analysis of the oil adhesion 
phenom enon, none of the above differences between new and old ice should affect the ultimate 
thickness to which the oil can spread . In mid-winter, the lowermost edge of the old ice will 
be composed of new ice which has just formed . The heat flux will be substantially lower 
because the old ice is thicker, and thus Equation ( 14) will predict larger values of S than 
would occur for new ice under similar weather conditions. 
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